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Summary

Rating: PG13.
Pairing: Nada.
Fandom: Firefly.
Disclaimer: I don't make up the 'verses, I just fuck with them.
Spoilers: Nothing overmuch. It would help if you've watched the ten episodes that
aired (grumblegrumbleFoxBastardsgrumble).
Feedback: Always appreciated.
Distribution: HiTG, http://hole.adamao.org as well as list archives.
Everyone else, just ask.
Author's Notes: For Twi's person/gun/note/200words drabble challenge. And to
Min, for making me do it.
Summary: She counts herself lucky.

Notes

See the end of the work for notes

Black Market
by s.a.

 

Zoe counts on both hands the number of times it has happened. An untraceable message
on the cortex, leading her to a shabby motel room on an outlying planet with a name not
worth remembering. She leaves them all behind when she does it, especially Mal,
because she's afraid one day he'll get this bu dui idea too and she have to use all her
fingers.

She dumps the body in the incinerator and tosses the sheets and whatever else that's
irreparably stained in afterwards. The gun is pocketed, to be resold on some backwater
where they don't care about little things like serial numbers and licenses.
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The note is pocketed, to be carefully read and then placed away with the others resting
watchfully in a small brown tin.

The bodies she has seen and taken care of once had names; the signatures scribbled in
despair at the bottom of the notes once had signifigance. They no longer do, and Zoe
needs almost all of her fingers to mark the passing of each of her comrades--one every
couple of months. Her heart grows harder and heavier with each senseless death, and
the secret she is forced to bear, alone.

 

END

End Notes

This orphaned work was originally on Pejas WWOMB posted by author sa. 
If this work is yours and you would like to reclaim ownership, you can click on the
Technical Support and Feedback link at the bottom fo the page.
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